Dynamic contrast enhanced MRI of prostate cancer: correlation with morphology and tumour stage, histological grade and PSA.
To quantify MRI enhancement characteristics of normal and abnormal prostatic tissues and to correlate these with tumour stage, histological grade and tumour markers. Quantitative gradient recalled echo MR images were obtained following bolus injection of gadopentetate dimeglumine in 48 patients with prostate cancer. Turbo spin-echo T2-weighted images at the same anatomical position were reviewed for the presence of tumours (45 regions), normal peripheral zone (33 regions), and normal appearing central gland (30 regions). Time-signal intensity parameters (onset time, mean gradient and maximal amplitude of enhancement and wash-out score) and modelling parameters (permeability surface area product, lesion leakage space and maximum gadolinium concentration) were correlated with tumour stage, histological grade (Gleason score) and serum prostatic specific antigen (PSA) levels. Significant differences were noted between peripheral zone and tumour with respect to signal intensity and modelling parameters (P = 0.0001), except onset time. No differences between central gland and tumour enhancement values were seen. There was weak correlation between MRI tumour stage and tumour vascular permeability (r(2) = 12%; P = 0.02) and maximum tumour gadolinium concentration (r(2) = 14%; P = 0.015). However, no significant correlations were seen with Gleason score or PSA levels. Quantification of MR contrast enhancement characteristics allows tissue discrimination in prostate cancer consistent with known variations in microvessel density estimates.